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Statistical activity: 22303

Controls and autosums in questionnaire: Intrastat. Dispatches

Code of the questionnaire: 12032022                    Is submitted: By the 14th day after the end of reference period
Periodicity:  Monthly
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Statistics Estonia guarantees the full protection of data submitted.

A field with a grey background has been automatically filled online. The data in this field cannot be changed, they are visible after saving.
If the data you entered are inconsistent internally or with the prefilled data, an error message appears upon checking. If errors (warnings) appear, check the data carefully and make corrections.
In the case of warnings (if you are sure that the data you entered are correct), click on “ Confirm warnings“ button and confirm the questionnaire.

Mandatory fields in the questionnaire are marked with a red asterisk.

CONTROLS

Controls in table 1. DISPATCHES

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

3 KUI ({INTRA_R1_10}!="ZZZ" JA {INTRA_R1_10}!="zzz"
JA {INTRA_R1_10}!=NULL),SIIS ({INTRA_R1_09}>0)

If the commodity code has a supplementary unit other than kg in the Combined Nomenclature, also fill in
quantity.

Error

4 KUI ({INTRA_R1_10}!=NULL JA {INTRA_R1_10}="MTQ"
), SIIS ({INTRA_R1_08}!={INTRA_R1_09})

If the unit of measurement of the commodity code in the Combined Nomenclature is cubic metre, then net
weight cannot be equal to quantity.

Warning

6 {INTRA_R1_08}>0 Net weight must be completed and must be greater than zero Error
8 {INTRA_R1_11}>0 Value of goods  must be completed and must be greater than zero Error
29336 KUI({INTRA_R1_08}>0),

SIIS({INTRA_R1_08}<99999999999.999)
The value of net weight entered cannot be greater than 11-digit integer. Error

31515 {INTRA_R1_04}!="GB" A customs declaration is used when exporting goods to the United Kingdom (GB). If the goods were
dispatched to Northern Ireland, enter XI as the partner country code.

Error

31682 KUI({INTRA_R1_10}!=NULL),
SIIS({INTRA_R1_10}!="EUR")

The unit of measurement cannot be euro. Error

31758 {INTRA_R1_07}!={INTRA_R1_08} JA
{INTRA_R1_07}!={INTRA_R1_09} JA
{INTRA_R1_07}!={INTRA_R1_11}

Commodity code can not be equal with Net weight, Quantity and Invoice value. Error

31795 KUI ({INTRA_R1_10}!="LTR" JA {INTRA_R1_10}!="ltr" JA
{INTRA_R1_10}!="ZZZ" JA {INTRA_R1_10}!="zzz" JA
{INTRA_R1_10}!=NULL),SIIS
({INTRA_R1_08}!={INTRA_R1_09})

If the unit of measurement of the commodity code in the Combined Nomenclature is not kg or litre, then net
weight cannot be equal to quantity

Warning


